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What are we facing?
•

•

Climate change (scenarios):
• Sea level rise (certain)
• Soil subsidence (certain)
• Increasing river discharges (extremes, likely)
• Increasing storm (surge) intensity (possible)
Socio-economic development (scenarios):
• Population change (growth and shrinkage)
• Economic growth

•

Consequences for flood risks in the future?

•

How to anticipate? Measures and strategic alternatives
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Research programme
•

Adaptation of flood risk management policy to climate
change at national and regional levels: innovative
measures and instruments

•

by a consortium of:
• Deltares
• Delft University of Technology (DUT)
• Wageningen University en Research Centre (WUR)
• Institute for Environmental Studies, Free University, Amsterdam
• HKV lijn in water
• Flood Hazard Research Centre (FHRC MU)
•

•

GFZ German Research Center for Geosciences

Character: scientifically sound, but practice-oriented (cofinanced by stakeholders; relationship with Delta
Programme and STOWA’s Delta Proof)

Background concepts (common ground)
•

DPSIR (Driver, Pressure, State, Impact, Response)
•

•

o.a. IPCC

SPRC (Source, Pathway, Receptor, Consequence)
•

o.a. FLOODsite
Climate change analysis
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Key concepts connecting the work packages
•

Flood risk = probability * (exposure)* consequence
• Thus consider measures for all three components in view of:
• effectiveness in risk reduction
• cost-effectiveness/ efficiency

•

Sustainability
• Climate-change proof
• Other criteria, a.o.:
• Robustness
• Spatial quality

Elements of Flood Risk
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Set-up of (interim) report

Chapter 1
Flood risk management and climate change adaptation

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Load reduction

Flood protection

Exposure reduction

Vulnerability reduction

Chapter 6
Towards comprehensive flood risk management

Work package 1: Flood control barriers
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Impact on Design Flood Level (MHW) of reducing
the failure probability of the Maeslantkering

Design Flood Level effect of partial functioning
Maeslantkering
Rotterdam (1/10000)
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Work package 2: Natural buffers

Wave reduction in willow coppice on forelands

Next question: what can be done with mudflats and salt marshes ?
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Work package 3: Robust multi-functional
embankments

Reducing exposure by unbreachable
embankments: less consequences
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Functionality: 200 km may reduce casualty risk
by > 50%

Multi-functional use: a design challenge
• Goal: prevent failure and loss of space
• Key Q.: how to design flood defence zones which
yield more than merely flood protection?
• Sub q’s:
• Stakes in and other services of flood protection zones?
• instruments/ procedure for participation and
assessment
• Contribution to risk reduction at dike-ring area level?

• Cases: SW Delta, Wadden Sea, rivers, Rijnmond,
etc.
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Compartmentalisation becomes
more attractive with higher sea level (+ 85 cm)

Work packages 4 and 5: spatial planning,
individual measures, insurance arrangements,
and governance
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A basis for zoning (with DP-N&H)

Building elsewhere or otherwise
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Insurance arrangements (international review)
•
•
•
•

Coverage (%)
Insurability (affordable?)
Incentives for mitigation
Equity

•

Boosting are:
• Bundled policies (combination with …)
• Mandatory insurance with mortgage finance
Little evidence for encouragement of mitigation (through riskbased pricing)

•

•
•

NL problematic: low probability, huge consequence risk  risk of
failing insurance market > risk of failing flood defences?
To be investigated!

Work package 6: Cross-cutting approaches:
robustness, enhancing spatial quality and
Decision Support
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Towards comprehensive FRM strategies
Specify area of interest,
relevant time-scales

System exploration: area
characteristics and potential
developments

Analysis of current
flood risk management
strategy

Analysis & assessment of
current flood risk

Define future scenarios

Analysis & assessment of future
flood risk

Definition of strategic alternatives
Analysis of strategic
alternatives
Analysis & assessment of future flood risks in different
strategic alternatives

Full assessment and comparison of
alternatives with current strategy

Full assessment of all strategic alternatives

What are robust flood risk system configurations
(case IJssel River valley)

Flood
PROBABILITY

PROBABILITY
of failure

EXPOSURE

whole system behaviour, various flood waves
(also ‘beyond design’), various locations, etc.
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Robust: graduality of response, thresholds of
response and of ‘becoming unmanageable’

Integrating flood risk management in
urban planning (design quality): case R’dam
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Supportive tools (serious game) for stakeholder
involvement (crowd-sourcing) through SimDelta

So what is new, and what can be expected?
•
•
•
•

Partial functioning Maeslant barrier
Damage hazard maps: basis for zoning
Success factors for insurance schemes
First assessment of unbreachable embankments

To be extended:
• Applicability of building elsewhere/ otherwise
• Perspective for insurance NL
• More on unbreachable embankments
To be expected:
• Jacking of buildings along embankments (Voorstraat Dordt)
• Spatial quality/ embankment design
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